Chicago District Golf Association
Scouting Report 9-29-13
It is a great finish to the summer for everyone. These warm conditions this week mean that recovery from
aeration has been fantastic. The annual battle to get it right from a timing perspective paid off for many guys
who went early to mid September as recovery has been excellent. Daily light values have been favorable and
some rainfall has helped. Many courses are also in a fall mode that allows the course to really dry out without
fear of large scale turf loss - it makes it an excellent time to enjoy the course. Some grub problems have reared
their head, but for the most part so far we have been relatively clean.
Early fall projects are also underway as well as some leaf blowing. Its fall - enjoy it!
Climate:
There was some temperatures in the mid 80’s this week but the period of time that the values were that high
was no more than 2-3 hours maximum per day. This means the average daily temperatures have dropped
down into the high 50’s and low 60’s. There was also one day where the low temperatures dropped into the
high 30’s (Figure 1). I expect further north there may have been some frost picked up on turf foliage and of
course frost delays are on the way. This type of weather is conducive to fantastic turf conditions and what I
have seen this past week has been top quality. Fall is personally a favorite time of the year for two reasons,
color change on the trees and the ability many golf courses have to dry out and provide what may be the best
playing conditions of the year. Conditions this week are predicted to be the same with some rain as well!
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Sunshine Course (Lemont - a southwest Chicago suburb)
Figure 1. Temperatures at Sunshine Course, Lemont, Illinois September 2013

Sunshine Course experienced a relatively intense rain event on the 26 th with close on 0.5” coming down in just
under an hour (Figure 2). The spotty rain events that have occurred around the city were on view on that day
again as data from ORD indicated that they had received 0.12”. At this stage rain is still needed but precaution
can be taken in regards to how quickly courses can dry out after extended periods of rainfall this time of the
year – be careful with golf carts!
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Sunshine Course (Lemont - a southwest Chicago suburb)
Figure 2. Precipitation at Sunshine course, Lemont IL, September 2013.

Humidity levels particularly overnight have been high and many of you will have noticed a heavy dew on the
turfgrass canopies as brightness of the daylight occurs (Figure 3). This has led to slow surfaces early in the
morning but once an hour or so of sun has hit the surfaces – smoothness and speed ‘seem’ to pick up leading
to some excellent putting conditions. The lack of humidity during the day has meant that surfaces are staying
firm and smooth.
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Figure 3. Humidity hours above 90% at Sunshine Course, Lemont, Illinois September 2013

Light levels as previously mentioned have been excellent and also remarkably consistent. Light intensities later
in the week were around 1500-1600 µmol / m2 / s1 during the midday period this week – this is starting to
trend lower from mid August where values can be 1800-2000 µmol / m2 / s1 for extended periods of the day.

The other benefit is that the higher levels that are recorded are occurring for limited time periods which aids
in reducing the light stress on Poa annua in particular (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Daily light integrals at Sunshine Course, Lemont, Illinois September 2013

Colleagues in central Illinois who are still in need of rainfall did not find much help this week despite
temperatures being moderated somewhat (Figure 5). The lower nighttime temperatures should have helped
to reduce soil temperatures and allow for some reduction in problems and possibly aid in recovery from
aeration as well.
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Peoria CC, Central Illinois
Figure 5. Maximum and minimum air temperatures September 2013, Peoria CC, Peoria County, IL

Approximately 1 inch of water was lost according to evapotranspiration data in central Illinois this week and
the replacement was …… 0 (Figure 6). For golf courses who have high salts or bicarbonates in their water then
flushing will be of benefit. There may be some precipitation this weekend but chances are not very promising
for the upcoming week.
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Figure 6. Daily evapotranspiration rates and rain fall September 2013, Peoria CC, Peoria County, IL

Humidity levels have held relatively stable for the last week which is somewhere a little bit above comfortable
(Figure 7). This has been the only saving grace from the standpoint of vapor pressure deficits which drive a
large part of water loss from turfgrass plants.
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Figure 7. Daily evapotranspiration rates and % relative humidity August 2013, at Peoria CC, Peoria County, IL

Disease:
Firstly the potential case of summer patch was not confirmed – we are still working on it!!
Secondly there has been some more fairy ring Basidiomycetes showing up this week (Picture 1) as many of the
courses are continuing to dry out with some LDS research looking really interesting at Purdue (Picture 2).
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Picture 1. Fairy ring in full flow on a golf course in Illinois this week.
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Picture 2. Seems like applications of a range of products has worked out combatting LDS at Purdue University.
Dollar spot has not gone away yet, and the humidity values we saw above have probably only helped it hang
on. Anthracnose has also been spotted in some situations although anyone who has made their fall fertility
applications will have reduced potential for the problem developing.
Weeds:
Weed pressure seems to have dissipated somewhat as turfgrass competition has been enhanced with the
favorable growing conditions. Knotweed is still hanging around but I did not notice many other weeds this
week.
Insects:
Cutworm damage has shown up on some golf courses as well (Picture 3). The holes they leave were noticeable
on tee boxes later in the week and so some control may be required. Digging was also apparent all over the
city this week in the rough areas that may not have been treated (Picture 4). Dr. Doug Richmond at Purdue
University indicated to me that he is interested in working with courses that are dealing with European Chafer
problems; contact me if you have had problems.
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Picture 3. Cutworm damage on a golf course in Chicago this week.
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Picture 4. Digging on elevated areas on a golf course in the Chicago area this week.
Management strategy:
This week I have noticed the start of the annual process of leaf fall. It is a tire some task but leaf fall can have a
range of impacts that we don’t necessarily think about. As material tree leaves can have as much as 3.5%
nitrogen (total) depending on tree. The point being that as the leaf material breaks down there may be some
benefit to your turf. There are negatives however with the leaf fall which cannot be overlooked, shading out
light and causing a wet mat leading to poor turf quality. The debate then becomes do you blow and collect
material or do you mulch it and try to use what is available to you. Do remember that playability issues are
abundant also with the leaf debris so that may override any immediate benefits from mulching – however that
doesn’t mean you cannot collect the material for your mulch pile. In regards to needles it is a slightly different
story – pine trees tend to really favor lower pH soils – which is not a regular occurrence to say the least in the
region – therefore using needles to acidify the rootzone around the tree line of pines is a very smart idea.

FINALLY!!!
Many of you picked it out this week – the picture last week was a 600x electron micrograph of rough blue
grass – and no – nobody could tell it was rough bluegrass. Interesting to see that despite it being just a green
leaf – there is a lot more going on inside!!!
The league table has had a few more changes this week – though not at the top!
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This weeks question is a little more simple – what caused this? Answers to enangle@cdga.org

One thing I did notice this week on my travels was the yellow cast off corn and beans around the state – lets
hope the harvest is not too bad – these guys deserve a break!!!
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References used this week:
Perry, E. and G.W. Hickman. 2001. A survey to determine the leaf nitrogen concentrations of 25 landscape
tree species. Journal of Arboriculture 27, 152-159.

Dr. Lee Miller’s most recent report is linked below dated 9-19-13

http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/update09_19_13.cfm
As always if you have a question or query please do not hesitate to ask, and you can call or email.
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